We show that a metric of arbitrary dimension and signature which allows for a Wick rotation to a Riemannian metric necessarily has a purely electric Riemann and Weyl tensor.
Introduction
In quantum theories a Wick rotation is a mathematical trick to relate Minkowski space to Euclidean space by a complex analytic extension to imaginary time. This enables us to relate a quantum mechanical problem to a statistical mechanical one relating time to the inverse temperature. This trick is highly successful and is used in a wide area of physics, from statistical and quantum mechanics to Euclidean gravity and exact solutions.
In spite of its success, there is a question about its range of applicability. A question we can ask is: Given a spacetime, does there exist a Wick rotation to transform the metric to a Euclidean one?
Here we will give a partial answer to this question and will give a necessary condition for a Wick rotation (as defined below) to exist. However, before we prove our main theorem, we need to be a bit more precise with what we mean by a Wick rotation. Consider a pseudo-Riemannian metric (of arbitrary dimension and signature). We need to allow for more general coordinate transformations than the real diffeomorphisms preserving the metric signature -namely to complex analytic continuations of the real metric [1, 2] .
Consider a point p and a neighbourhood, U , of p. Assume this nighbourhood is an analytic neighbourhood and that x µ are coordinates on U so that x µ ∈ R n . We will adapt the coordinates to the point p so that p is at the origin of this coordinate system. Consider now the complexification of x µ → x µ + iy µ = z µ ∈ C n . This complexification enables us to consider the complex analytic neighbourhood U C of p. Furthermore, let g C µν be a complex bilinear form induced by the analytic extension of the metric:
Next, consider a real analytic submanifold containing p:Ū ⊂ U C with coordinatesx µ ∈ R n . The imbedding ι :Ū → U C enables us to pull back the complexified metric g C ontoŪ :ḡ
In terms of the coordinatesx µ :ḡ =ḡ µν (x ρ )dx µ dx ν . This bilinear form may or may not be real. However, if the bilinear formḡ µν (x ρ )dx µ dx ν is real (and non-degenerate) then we will call it an analytic extension of g µν (x ρ )dx µ dx ν with respect to p, or simply a Wick rotation of the real metric g µν (x ρ )dx µ dx ν . This clearly generalises the concept of Wick rotations from the standard Minkowskian setting to a more general setting [10] .
In the following, let us call the Wick rotation, in the sense above, forφ; i.e., φ : U →Ū . We note that this transformation is complex, and we can assume, since U is real analytic, thatφ is analytic.
The Wick rotation in the sense above, leaves the point p stationary. It therefore induces a linear transformation, M , between the tangent spaces T p U and T pŪ . The transformation M is complex and therefore may change the metric signature; consequently, even if the metricḡ µν is real, it does not necessarily need to have the same signature of g µν .
Consider now the curvature tensors, R and ∇ (k) R for g µν , andR and∇
forḡ µν . Since both metrics are real, their curvature tensors also have to be real. The analytic continuation, in the sense above, induces a linear transformation of the tangent spaces; consequently, this would relate the Riemann tensors R andR through a complex linear transformation. It is useful to introduce an orthonormal frame e µ . The orthonormal frames e µ andē µ are related through their complexified frame e C µ . We can define a complex orthonormal frame requiring the inner product 1 e C µ , e C ν = δ µν . This inner product is invariant under the complex orthogonal transformations, O(n, C). The real frames e µ andē µ are obtained by restricting the complex frame to real frames; hence, we consider the real vector spaces T p U and T pŪ as embedded in the complexified vector space
The real frames are thus related though a restriction of a complex frame having an O(n, C) structure group.
By usingφ we can relate the metrics g =φ * ḡ . Since the map is analytic (albeit complex), the curvature tensors are also related viaφ. If R andR are the Riemann curvature tensors for U andŪ respectively, then these are related, using an orthonomal frame, via an O(n, C) transformation. Considering the components of the Riemann tensor as a vector in some R N ⊂ C N , then if there exists a Wick rotation of the metric at p, then the (real) Riemann curvature tensors of U andŪ must lie in the same O(n, C) orbit in C N .
Note: This definition of a Wick rotation does not include the more general analytic continuations defined by Lozanovski [4] . In particular, we consider one particular metric (thus not a family of them) and we require that the point p is fixed and is therefore more of a complex rotation.
In the following we will utilise the study of real orbits of semi-simple groups, see e.g. [5, 6] . In particular, the considerations made in [3] will be useful. For a more general introduction to the structure of Lie algebras including the Cartan involution, see, for example [7, 8] .
2 The electric/magnetic parts of a tensor
Following [3] , we can introduce the electric and magnetic parts of a tensor by considering the eigenvalue decomposition of the tensor under the Cartan involution θ of the real Lie algebras o(p, q). This involution can be extended to all tensors, and to vectors v ∈ T p M in particular. Considering an orthonormal frame, so that:
then the θ : T p M → T p M , can be defined as the linear operator:
Clearly, this implies that the bilinear map:
defines a positive definite inner-product on T p M . This Cartan involution can be extended to arbitrary tensor products. Given a Cartan involution θ, then since θ 2 = Id, its eigenvalues are ±1 and any tensor T has an eigenvalue decomposition:
where θ(T ± ) = ±T ± .
A space is called purely electric (PE) if there exists a Cartan involution so that the Weyl tensor decomposes as C = C + . Furthermore, a space is called purely magnetic (PM) if the Weyl tensor decomposes as C = C − . If this property occurs also for the Riemann tensor, we call the space Riemann purely electric (RPE) or magnetic (RPM), respectively. Clearly, RPE implies PE.
The Riemann curvature operator
The Riemann curvature tensor can (pointwise) be seen as a bivector operator:
In a pseudo-Riemannian space of signature (p, q) the metric g will provide an isomorphism between the space of bivectors, ∧ 2 Ω p (M ), and the Lie algebra g = o(p, q). Consequently, the Riemann curvature operator can also be viewed as an endomorphism of V := g as a vector space. Consider therefore any R ∈ End(V ):
This endomorphism can be split in a symmetric and anti-symmetric part, R = S + A, with respect to the metric induced by g (proportional to the Killing form κ on V ):
This metric is invariant under the Lie group action of G = O(p, q):
where h · x is the natural Lie group action on the Lie algebra given by the adjoint: h · x := Ad h (x) = h −1 xh. Consider now a Cartan involution θ : g → g. Then we define the innerproduct on V = g as follows:
x, y θ = g(θ(x), y), which is just proportional to κ θ (−, −) := −κ(−, θ(−)). We can now, similarly, split any R ∈ End(V ) in a symmetric and anti-symmetric part, R = R + + R − , with respect to the inner-product −, − θ :
Let nowθ be a Cartan involution of another real form of o(n, C). Assume the real form isg = o(p,q), with corresponding metricg. We note that the Lie algebras g andg are isomorphic as vector spaces (let us call them V andṼ , respectively) and both are subspaces of V C ; i.e., V,Ṽ ⊂ V C . As the space of endomorphisms, End(V ), is also a vector space with the group action given by conjugation, we can thus define V := End(V ), and extend the Cartan involution, θ, as well as g tensorially to V. We define analogously an inner product on V:
DefiningṼ similarly, we again have V,Ṽ ⊂ V C .
Assume now that g = o(p, q) andṼ = o(n) (the compact real form of V C = o(n, C)). Let θ be a Cartan involution of g with Cartan decomposition g = T 0 ⊕ P 0 . Set C = T 0 ⊕ iP 0 to be the compact real form of g C . We will assume that g is embedded as a Lie algebra inṼ C by identifying the compact real forms C andṼ together. Define V to be the vector space copy of g inṼ C . It follows that we can choose a Cartan involution:
. Let now o(p, q) be equipped with the metric −, − θ as described earlier.
In what follows, we will consider the real orbits, O(R) and its complexified orbit O C (R), defined by the action of the group on R as follows [5, 6, 3] 
Theorem 3.1. Given an R = S + A ∈ End(V ). Assume that there exists a (real)R ∈ O C (R) so thatR ∈ End(Ṽ ) whereṼ = o(n) (the compact real form of o(n, C)). Then there exists a Cartan involution such that R + = S and R − = A.
Proof. For the compact real formṼ , the Cartan involution is equal to the identity:θ = IdṼ . Consider the orbits O(R) andÕ(R). Since the group O(n) is compact, the orbitÕ(R) is necessarily closed inṼ; consequently, O(R), is closed as well and possesses a minimal vector. Denote M(O(n, C),Ṽ C ) for the set of minimal vectors inṼ C . Assume that X ∈ O(R) ⊂ V is minimal. This implies that X is a minimal vector inṼ C . Now again by the compactness of O(n) it follows that
so we deduce that X ∈Ṽ. In particular R must be minimal as well, and so R ∈Ṽ ∩ V, therefore we may assume that R =R. We begin by noting that the metrics g,g are proportional to the restricted Killing form κ onṼ C = o(n, C). In particular −, − θ is proportional to κ θ restricted onṼ C . Now we can obviously extend the mapS to the map T =S + iS onṼ C such that T is the symmetric part w.r.t κ onṼ C . Here T is defined by T(x + iy) = S(x) + iS(y) for all x, y ∈Ṽ . It follows sinceṼ is a real form ofṼ C that:
Now since R =R we can restrict κ to V and we obtain that T |V is the symmetric part of g, i.e T |V = S. But T is also the symmetric part w.r.t κ θ oñ V C , as θ • T = T since θ |Ṽ = 1Ṽ . Consequently for all x, y ∈ V :
hence T |V is also the symmetric part of −, − θ , i.e T |V = R + so R + = S as required. Similarly by usingT =Ã+iÃ instead of T we also obtain that R − = A. The proof is complete.
In the case of the Riemann tensor, this is symmetric as a bivector operator with respect to the metric, so we have R = S, consequently, we get the immediate corollary: Corollary 3.2. A metric (of arbitrary dimension and signature) allowing for a Wick rotation at a point p, has a purely electric Riemann tensor, and is consequently purely electric, at p.
Discussion
Using techniques from real invariant theory we have considered a class of metrics allowing for a complex Wick-rotation to a Riemannian space. We have showed that these necessarily are rescricted, in particular, they are purely electric. The result is independent of dimension and signature and shows that if such a Wick rotation is allowable, then we necessarily restrict ourselves to classes of spaces where the "magnetic" degrees of freedom have to vanish (at the point p).
There are many examples of purely electric spaces (see [3, 4] and references therein). In particular, a purely electric Lorentzian spacetime is of type G, I i , D or O [3] . Thus spacetimes not of these types provide with examples of spaces where such a Wick rotation is disallowed. Non-Wick-rotatable metrics include the classes of Kundt metrics [9] in Lorentzian geometry, and the Walker metrics [11] of more general signature. Also the metrics considered in [12] are in general non-Wick-rotatable metrics. Note that the plane-wave metrics are non-Wick-rotatable metrics.
It is clear that these results have profound consequences for quantum theories where such Wick-rotation is widely used. This result gives a clear restriction of the class of metrics that allows for such a Wick rotation. Clearly, also in the context of quantum gravity, the (real) gravitational degrees of freedom will be restricted by assuming the existence of such a Wick-rotation.
